the base spaces of the disk bundles, and have normal (m -7i)-framings, and then, by attaching proper disks to the boundary of the plumbing manifold.
Those disk bundles are plumbed correspondingly to a matrix of which components are the elements of Ii2n-m = ^n-i(S m~n~l ) (2m>3n + 3).
Thus we can show that handlebodies W can be obtained by these generalized constructions under the condition that 277i>3n-f 3, ra>3. The results are given in the section 5.
To study the intersections of n -disks in handlebodies, we use Wells'
proposition [JL9], p. 393. Using it, we can modify the intersections to be simpler. The plumbing along spheres (possibly exotic) and the plumbing along tori, in place of spheres, are considered in the sections 3 and 4.
Our results are shown in the differentiable case. For PL case, we must obtain the matter corresponding to Wells' proposition.
I would like to express my thanks to Professor N. Shimada for his encouragement and kind advices. -fi(S2~~l><o) induces the linking element ^12 which is the element of 7r n^i (S m~n~1 ). Similarly ^2i is defined and we know that ^21 -(~l) w^i If DI and Z>2 can be chosen disjointly, W is diffeomorphic to the sum of two (m-n)-disk bundles over n -spheres. If D^ and D% intersect by any means, we may assume that they intersect transversely and
is a submanifold of DJ and D%. We wish to take Df and D% so that each components of K 2n~m are simpler and the number of the components is less.
In the following arguments, we show that the linking element /1 12 is the key to the problem. ( [5] , p. 245-07)
Applying this to our case, we have
Theorem I.I. If 2m>3n + 3, there is an isotopy h t of DlCD m , fixed on 6>Df, such that h t (Dl)r\dDl = <l> and hi(D^)C\Dl = ^ if and only if
On the other hand, Wall defined in Cl8j a bilinear map A : n n ( W) is the /-homomorphism. 
Plumbing along Spheres
Ordinarily, the plumbing manifold is constructed by 'plumbing' the disk bundles over spheres at some given points of the base spaces. Let 
and ^f-, i = l, 2, be imbeddings of S 2n~m xD m~n to the interior of Z>?Xo About the homotopy properties of BI \/ B 2 , BQ, and those boundaries,
S2
we have the following lemmas. Proof. This is obtained from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4.
Plumbing along Tori
Analogously to the section 3, we can plumb the disk bundles over spheres along tori. 
respectively the copies of (/> + !)-, (? + !)-, and (p + q + l) -dimensional spheres, and we understand that they are empty
if 0// = 0. at the boundary of the plumbing manifold. We consider it by every case given at the section 2.
Proof. Let (S p x S q ) ¥ = {(S
is an r-link in S m ' 1 . Throughout the following arguments, we assume that 277i>;3tt + 3. 
Corollary 5.2. Under the above assumptions, dW is diffeomorphic to dWi%dW2%--%dW k > the connected sum of dWi, dW 2 , •••, QW k , and each dW{ is obtained from dB A . by the surgery of ^i(dB A^)~n i(^i).
We note that the above is also an epitome of the following arguments.
Remark. Let A be the 8x8 matrix given by J. Milnor [13] , p. 11. 
S2n-m
The resulting situation is illustrated schematically in Figure  2 3) The dotted curves also mean that each D™ can not be separated from the other. Thus we obtain the following. 
Applications
In this section, we study the structure of some manifolds as an application which was the motivation of this paper. Firstly, we give some lemmas on surgeries.
Let 
